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From dream to reality...Margo Menlove adores everything Scottish. But when she wins a Highland

vacation, she&apos;s disappointed by the whirlwind tourist trail she&apos;s taken on. She wants to

experience the Scotland of warriors such as legendary Magnus MacBride. When she explores on

her own, she picks up a beautiful stone on the shore - and awakens to the sight of MacBride himself

in the heat of battle.Magnus MacBride has seen many things while fighting the Viking hordes, but

when a soaking-wet naked woman appears out of the surf, he is truly stunned. Even more stirring is

the passion he hasn&apos;t allowed himself to feel in all the years he has lived only for vengeance.

But giving in to his wild desire would place Margo in mortal danger - unless they stand together and

fight for the love neither can endure without..."Heated Romance, Scottish allure, and a hunky

Highlander hero... a delight!"~ Romance JunkiesStand-Alone Read ... Full-length Novel ... HEA ...
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In my opinion it started a little slow in the story and getting to know H/h. Then it was drawing you in,



and story so different. It was so hard to put down. This author always takes you on a lovely journey

full of adventure, a little steam, and a lot of romance. The characters are so lovable, story so

enticing, you can not bear to see it end. I have read almost all, which are many, of her books, and

they are always delightful. It is always blended just right. I highly recommend this and all her books.

They are standalone. I can't wait to read another of her books.

Fabulous read by Sue- Ellen,this lady can sure draw you into the highlands of Scotland and you

never want to leave especially if you run into a highlander like Magnus MacBride , i think we are all

like Margo Menlove ,we love all things Scottish and thats why we can't get enough of Sue- Ellen's

books , her books always give such an amazing lift when i read them ,i don't want to come down

from the high i get, won't get into the story but i am telling you you will fall in love with Sue- Ellen's

writing and love all her books ,

Margo really was born in the wrong century and place. Wanting to visit Scotland and dreaming of

Scottish warriors is something she does often. Magnus MacBride is known as the Viking Slayer he

has a sword he has named Vengeance and he is out for blood he has no time for women or love

after the Vikings killed his betrothed. He is cursed and keeps seeing visions of Margo and Margo

has seen a story of him in an ancient book. Sometimes dreams do come true.

Didn't think it was possible to find an author who loves Highlanders this much. You are transported

right into the hearts and minds of Magnus and Margo and the wild Scottish landscape. This book

has it all, love, action/adventure, and a touch of magic. Set aside some time as you won't be able to

put it down until you finish.

From the beginning I was drawn in! I loved Margo and do believe she is where she was always

meant to be now. She has an amazing Highlander that I would love as my own. The addition of the

aunts and Orla was a wonderful twist as well. I can not wait for the next in the series!

Fun and adventurous read! Loved it, like I do all of her books!
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